2013 Game Reports for Week 4

SLW Black
Boom Boom Black attack!!! We hit the field and we were ready to light it up. The fifth quarter
game was a huge success thanks to #10 Cade the "Grenade" with a big run up the middle to
get us into scoring position. Huge blocks by #14 Faille, #37 Peltz, #5 Fushi, #11 Zuranski, #55
Bromberek enabled #6 Slager to score three touchdowns for the Falcons. Great carries
throughout the game would earn #21 Derkacy the "Meathead" of the game title... great job!!
With only seconds left and the Warriors in scoring position a huge tackle by #19 Wuske would
end the game with a Falcons win 24-0.
To start the next four quarters a huge carry by #54 Welker got us into scoring position a great
drive up the middle by #3 Januszewski would start us off with a 6-0 lead. Big tackles and blocks
by #15 McKenna and #22 Butkowski would hold the Warriors off and again get us the ball.
Great offensive blocks by #13 Surva,#7 Heerde, #45 Nevinger, #25 Purpura and #34 Benn
would again get us a great position down field and enable us to score. The Warriors again had
possession but with only seconds to go and big blocks by #2 Peabody, #99 Hayes and #22
Butkowski the Warriors would fumble the ball only to be recovered by Falcon's very own #54
Welker and end the game with a Falcon victory of 20-13.... Great job SLW Black!!!!
SLW Blue

LW Black
LW Black’s 5Q against the Morris Warriors ended in a 0-0 stalemate. Defensive highlights
included a fumble recovery by Peltz and tackles by Nair, Rocklin, Kepuraitis, Ruminski, Teske,
and Daly. Though the offense didn’t score, Dillman had a great run thanks to a key block by
Ruminski. Additional offensive yardage gained by runs from Crowley and Nair.
During the 1Q of the regular game, Brown recovered a Morris fumble setting up a touchdown by
Young. The Falcon’s defense shut out the Warriors in the first half with great play by both the
line and secondary. Morris scored early in the second half but missed the PAT keeping LW
Black in the lead. The defense rose to the occasion with great play and a fantastic interception
by Townsend. A determined offensive line (Ramsey, Pfister-Arcos, and Mize) wedged their way
to the goal line resulting in a 4Q touchdown (Keegan on a keeper and PAT by Townsend).
Falcons won 14-6!
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LW Blue
LW Blue rolled with a 26-0 victory over hard hitting LW White. 5Q Blue stymied White’s offense
with a dominating performance from NT R Bell, multiple tackles from Willlis and Adamo,
Cunningham’s 2 TFL’s, a J Michaels’ fumble recovery, and stops from Hosey, Dauber, and
Wright. The offense looked sharp as Wright had a long run, Dauber and Cumbee scored behind
Hosey, Nikolic and Neary blocks, and J Elgas swept in behind a Jones lead block for a TD. In
game 2, Blue pounded the ball down the field as Belavich scored the first of his 2 TD’s behind
blocks from Emery, Tremblay, Scianna, Straight, Teodoro, and a downfield pancake from
Wiechers. TFL’s from Rekhart, Scianna,Villa, Simon, and Page, and multiple tackles from
Teodoro, Adamo, and M Michaels shut down White’s attack. Speedy Straight raced around end
for a score and Cumbee broke up the middle and cut right to put the game out of reach.

LW White

JV Black
Victory for JV Black as Coach Malito and the Offensive Coordinators terminated the Morris
Warriors. As the Falcons emerged….the mantra of Ready…Focus…was the inspiration of the
mighty Falcons. Malito scored the first 2 touchdowns of the game and Greenawalt effortlessly
secured the extra points. Greenawalt caught a pass from Clarke securing a 40-yard touchdown
and Grimm secured the final touchdown before the half. The defense dominated the field as
Clarke secured an interception and Parnello sacked the quarter-back in the backfield. The Big
Hitters of the Game were Parish, DMShelton, DBShelton, Parnello, Grimm, Siggins, Rojas,
Dickhaut, Bullington, McKinney, Stewart, Romano, Malito, Clarke, Vidovic, Lieser, Cohrs, Potts,
Lieberstein, Johnson, Savaria, RLieser, Melby, Schletz, and JLieser who laid the hammer to the
Warrior offense. During the 5th Quarter, Rojas scored a 10-yard interception and McKinney
secured two 40-yard touchdown. What a Victory for the Falcons….28 to 6.
JV Blue
JV Blue Blanks White 19-0
JV Blue continued on its’ unbeaten path shutting out Frankfort’s JV White. Once again, from the
opening play on 5th Quarter to the final whistle, JV Blue’s Defense was stellar, yielding only
small gains and no points. Special Teams got Blue started with a 60yd punt return for a TD by
Wright. Christensen and Teodoro added short yardage TD’s to close out the scoring. Again it
was Defense that shined as Blue shut down the White Offense with turnovers and solid tackling
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led by Gergely, Scianna, Paull, Fitzpatrick, Lang, Rogien, Evans, DeJulius, Selvaggio and Judd.
The 5th Quarter teams battled to a scoreless tie as both Defenses played well. Blue’s defense
was led by Robinson, Hahn, Geil, Zenere, Bragiel, Kingsberry, Franklin, A. Ostrowski, Stilp,
Alsguson and Polad. Great Job Boys!

JV White
JV White took one on the chin losing to Blue 19-0, but don't let that fool you, this was a lot
closer than the scoreboard showed. If not for a punt return and a score with 23 seconds left, it
was 6-0 game. Tyler Gritzenbach had some big tackles to get the defense going. Blue then
went to the air, but the White secondary stood up to the test and ended the half with a Tommy
Criscione interception.
Frank Ciatteo tried to get the running game going, but the drive was stopped short. Jake
Tomczak then pulled in the second White pick of the day. Sam Paliga had a huge 2nd half and
had an interception of his own.
During the 5th quarter which ended 0-0, Hayden Wharrie had a key fumble recovery. Mance,
Orlich, Turner, Looper, Leonard, and Josh Bruns all had strong performances as well.

Varsity Black
Frankfort Black Falcons 12, Morris Warriors 6
There are games throughout a season that will test a team’s will, toughness and their character.
Sunday’s contest against the previously unbeaten Morris Warriors was one of those games for
the Frankfort Varsity Black Falcons. In what Coach Tencza called ‘a battle’, the Falcons played
a tough 32 minutes of football and in the end, prevailed by a score of 12-6, notching their place
toward the top of the River Valley Conference Standings. So what did this test reveal about this
group of young men?
We learned the Offense has the will and is able to grind out yardage on the ground while mixing
in an effective passing game to keep opposing Defenses off-balance. The Falcons scored on
their first possession, going 68 yards on 8 plays, when Sam Welker ran in it from 15 yards out.
Conor Townsend handled the rushing load with 66 yards on 8 carries, while QB Michael Bocker
threw for 102 yards, including a 44 yard strike to John Bartusiewicz to extend a drive in the third.
But, the biggest play came in the 4th Quarter with the score tied at 6 with only 1:49 to go, as
Bocker hit Townsend in stride who then scampered into the end-zone for the deciding score.
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We learned the Falcons Defense is tough and resilient enough to keep the games close, and
can even dominate a skilled offensive team like Morris, who came into the game averaging 28
points per game. Led by Jake Tencza (7 tackles), the Defense shut down the explosive
Warriors, allowing only 26 total yards and 2 first downs. Nicholas Rizzuto and Jon Novak also
had tremendous games. When the Falcons fumbled the ball away late in the fourth, the Defense
rose to the occasion and forced a three and out, helped by a QB sack by Turner Pallisard. The
Warriors last chance was a desperation pass on 4th and 10, but was intercepted by Brandon
Petkoff to seal the game for the Falcons.
Lastly, we may have learned these Falcons have tremendous character, that they make a great
team, play with passion and heart, and have proven themselves to be one of the league’s top
teams. But, I suspect this is something we already knew. As for the rest of the league, they are
coming up to speed. Up next, the Falcons (3-1) travel to Orland Hills to take on the Wolves (12).

Varsity Blue
A civil war waged as Varsity Falcons Blue faced their Superbowl rival White team on Saturday
night. Brother fought brother on a blood stained field as the crowds from both teams erupted in
battle cries. In the end, White’s desire to erase past losses in playoffs and the championship
was too great to overcome for the battle weary blue team. In the end, a victorious Falcons
team stood tall, and brothers resumed their bond of respect and mutual love for the game.
Varsity Blue are Lucas Michaels, Ryan Scianna, Dugan Bolsoni, Creighton Seibert, Ian
Johnson, Sam Shafer, Jeremy Walsh, Hunter Lang, John Christensen, Michael O’Gorman,
Tyler Salgado, Michael Gossage, Luke Medina, Michael Herlihy, Nathan Warning, Bradley
Brajkovich, Nicholas DeGregorio, Thomas Dees, Cole Cunningham, Ben Domalewski, Brian
Ciciura, Alec Ogarek, Maxwell Kocka, and Paul Montgomery.

Varsity White
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